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***

Switch mental gears and stop thinking about the pandemic.  Think about the endless news
stories you have seen and heard on all mainstream media that headline stories with a large
number of deaths.  The deaths may result from large scale criminal acts like mass shootings
or all kinds of natural disasters.  Big media makes big news when a dozen or more people
get  killed,  or  when  hundreds  die  in  floods  or  hurricanes.   Rarely  are  thousands  dead,  but
when that happens, usually in other countries, that is really big news.  And it happened for
the 9/11 attack when about 3,000 people died in the US.

The point of this article is that the media now is largely ignoring the thousands dying from
the experimental COVID vaccines.  My exhaustive analysis of medical studies and data
reveal that Americans are dying in two different ways because they got jabbed.

Two types of vaccine deaths

A few thousand people have died from breakthrough infections because the vaccines are
not  effective  in  preventing  a  new  infection.   What  is  now  crystal  clear  is  that  the
experimental  vaccines  lose  their  effectiveness  over  some  months.   The  number  of
breakthrough infections are accelerating for two reasons.  As more people get the shot a
larger  pool  of  vaccinated  people  drive  more  breakthrough  infections.   And  now  with
declining  vaccine  effectiveness,  possibly  related  to  new  variants,  the  odds  of  getting  a
breakthrough infection go up.  While many breakthrough infections do not cause major
medical problems, in a fraction of cases victims need hospitalization and some die.

The other  cause of  vaccine deaths are complex blood problems,  namely different  kinds of
blood clots, the loss of blood platelets and resulting bleed events that are lethal.  Think in
terms of brain bleeds, strokes and heart attacks.  Vaccine induced blood problems have
been discussed here.

Number of vaccine deaths

My data analysis indicates that now we have probably lost close to 5,000 American lives
from the two vaccine related deaths and most likely this will increase to perhaps 10,000
deaths by the end of this year.
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The vaccine related deaths of many hundreds and certainly thousands of people should be a
big news story.  It is not.  Why not?  Because all of the corrupt and dishonest powers
mismanaging the pandemic want to keep pushing and coercing everyone to get the shot. 
So, they stifle the truth about vaccine dangers.

They keep justifying this by saying that only a small statistical fraction of the vaccinated die
and  compare  this  to  the  over  600,000  COVID  deaths  that  the  experimental  vaccines
supposedly could have prevented.  Here is the truth.  Vaccine induced deaths cannot be
prevented.  They result from the deficiencies of the vaccines.

On the other hand, COVID deaths have always been highly preventable, say 85 percent or
more,  because  since  March  2020  we  have  known  that  several  cheap,  safe  and  FDA
approved generics cure COVID and also can be used to prevent the infection.  Plus, many of
those  official  COVID  deaths  were  probably  for  people  dying  from  other  causes;  they  died
with COVID, not from it.

Here is what people need to keep in mind.  Can you imagine anything worse than getting a
shot of an experimental COVID vaccine and then sometime later dying from the infection or
a blood problem?  I can’t.  How could the government let such vaccines be widely used? 
Follow the money.  All the way to big drug companies making vaccines.

Breakthrough infection data

It is hard to get good, reliable data on the post-vaccination breakthrough infection death
rate.  The likely answer is that the government wants to keep that data as hidden as
possible.  Why?  Because the more that Americans know about breakthrough deaths, the
more they will question the medical wisdom of getting either the first shot or a booster jab.

So, what does the breakthrough death data look like?  That depends where you look for the
data.  Can you expect to see the same numbers everywhere?  No.  Can you expect to see
such data in your daily newspaper or on you evening network news?  No.

One seemingly good source is an August New York Times compilation of breakthrough
deaths from 40 states and the District of Columbia.  That list yields 1,527 deaths.  But when
extrapolated to the whole nation, that adds up to possibly 1,899 deaths.  Expectedly, all the
pro-vaccine people in government, public health and the medical establishment think that
kind of number is just fine.

Their argument is simple.  With so many millions of people vaccinated a few thousand
breakthrough deaths is acceptable.  Except for those who die and their family and friends. 
Something akin to putting a bandage on a cut after putting some antiseptic on it and then
sometime later  losing a  limb or  your  life  from a terrible  infection.   Just  one of  those
statistical ugly and unlikely realities.

I checked out some other places for similar data.  Here is what I found.

A Los Angeles Times article from May said:

“In all, 160 fully vaccinated people with a breakthrough infection died during the study
period.  That’s 2% of those with breakthrough infections, and 0.0001% of U.S. residents
who were fully vaccinated by April 30.  All 160 people were between the ages of 71 and
89.”

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/08/10/us/covid-breakthrough-infections-vaccines.html?campaign_id=18&emc=edit_hh_20210813&instance_id=37802&nl=well&regi_id=53936521&segment_id=66115&te=1&user_id=1ed1a3a1dbbf9e81657995b9ad942844
https://www.latimes.com/science/story/2021-05-25/2-percent-of-breakthrough-infections-cause-covid-deaths-cdc#:~:text=Two%20percent%20of%20those%20patients%20with%20%E2%80%9Cbreakthrough%E2%80%9D%20infections,say%20it%20is%20actually%20quite%20good%20news%20indeed.
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Just 160, sounds pretty good, especially compared to close to 2,000.  And the statistics
make it seem oh so unlikely that you will die from COVID after vaccination.   That figure of
160 came from a CDC report.  And there now are breakthrough deaths in much younger
people.

An  article  from  Heritage  in  August  cited  a  figure  of  1,507  fatal  cases  of  breakthrough
infection in line with the New York Times data.  This too was cited; “164 million Americans
were fully vaccinated against COVID-19, with 191 million people having acquired partial
immunity through at least one dose.”  Seems like you just have to bet on being statistically
safe.

An August story on CNBC reported:

“NBC News has found that at least 125,000 fully vaccinated Americans have tested
positive for Covid and 1,400 of those have died.  Still, the 125,682 “breakthrough”
cases in 38 states found by NBC News represented less than 0.08% of the 164.2 million-
plus people (and counting) who have been fully vaccinated since the start of the year,
or about one in every 1,300.”

Here is the headline of story in New York Magazine from this month: “Don’t Panic, But
Breakthrough Cases May Be a Bigger Problem Than You’ve Been Told – Current public-
health messaging may understate the scale and risk.”

This was a wise observation:

“a closer look at the data reveals that some of the public-health communication may be
overstating  the  vaccine  effect  on  transmission  and  understating  the  scale  and  risk  of
breakthrough  infections,  which,  while  far  from  predominant,  do  appear  prevalent
enough to be helping shape the course of the disease.”

“The message that breakthrough cases are exceedingly rare and that you don’t have to
worry  about  them  if  you’re  vaccinated  —  that  this  is  only  an  epidemic  of  the
unvaccinated — that message is falling flat,” Harvard epidemiologist Michael Mina said.

Also noted was a large pre-print study published by the Mayo clinic that suggested the
efficacy against infection had fallen as far to 42 percent, far below numbers in the 90s you
have  been  hearing  about  since  the  experimental  vaccines  received  emergency
authorization.   This  helps  explain  escalating  breakthrough  cases.

The  article  also  pointed  these  facts  out:  “In  Utah,  8  percent  of  new  cases  were
breakthroughs in early June, but by late July, as Delta grew, the share grew, too, to 20
percent (even while the total number of cases almost doubled).  According to leaked CDC
documents, there were, as of late last month, 35,000 symptomatic breakthrough cases
being recorded each week — about 10 percent of the country’s total.

Presumably many more breakthrough cases were asymptomatic, which would drive the
share up further.”   But as of  late May CDC started to only count breakthrough cases
resulting  in  hospitalization  or  death.   Their  objective  was  to  not  count  more  minor
breakthrough cases that would reveal reduced vaccine effectiveness.

“The  breakthrough  problem  is  much  more  concerning  than  what  our  public  officials
have transmitted,” Dr. Eric Topol said. “We have no good tracking.  But every indicator I

https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/70/wr/mm7021e3.htm?s_cid=mm7021e3_w
https://www.heritage.org/public-health/report/statistical-analysis-covid-19-breakthrough-infections-and-deaths
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/08/10/breakthrough-covid-cases-why-fully-vaccinated-people-can-get-covid.html
https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2021/08/breakthrough-covid-19-cases-may-be-a-bigger-problem.html
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.06.21261707v1
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have suggests that there’s a lot more under the radar than is being told to the public so
far,  which  is  unfortunate.”  The  result,  he  said,  was  a  widening  gap  between the
messaging from public-health authorities and the meaning of the data emerging in real
time.

“I think the problem we have is people — whether it’s the CDC or the people that are
doing the briefings — their big concern is, they just want to get vaccinations up.  And
they don’t want to punch any holes in the story about vaccines.  But we can handle the
truth.  And that’s what we should be getting.”

Blood problem deaths

The US government is not providing good data on vaccine induced blood problem deaths. 
There are some websites that provide large numbers of videos about those who have died
from brain bleeds, strokes and other conditions related to blood clots, loss of blood platelets
and lethal bleeding.  Health Impact News and 1000 Covid Stories are terrific.

Here is some data from a recent UK research study that addressed blood clots in “veins of
the legs and in lung arteries.”  The researchers offered rather high rates of the main blood
clot/low platelet condition from the use of the AstraZeneca vaccine: 1,000 per 100 million
for people 50 and over and 2,000 per 100 million for younger people.  These suggest a
potential for thousands of vaccine induced blood deaths in the US.  Keep in mind that many
people may be dying from blood problems but no test done to verify it is caused by a
vaccine.

Additionally, a Canadian doctor found evidence of microscopic blood clots in 62 percent of
his patients that had received the Moderna vaccine.  He predicted dire long term health
impacts from these clots in capillaries.  He said this:

“The blood clots we hear about which the media claim are very rare are the big blood
clots which are the ones that cause strokes and show up on CT scans, MRI, etc.  The
clots I’m talking about are microscopic and too small to find on any scan.  They can thus
only be detected using the D-dimer test…The most alarming part of this is that there
are some parts of the body like the brain, spinal cord, heart and lungs which cannot re-
generate.   When those tissues are damaged by blood clots  they are permanently
damaged.”

Future medical problems and deaths from the microscopic blood clots at this point are
speculative.

Conclusions

Here is my logical bottom line.  Getting a shot these days is gambling that you will not be
that  statistical  fluke,  dying  from  a  lack  of  protection  against  COVID  from  any  of  the
experimental vaccines.  Keep in mind that with so many millions of people being vaccinated
breakthrough infections are likely to keep rolling up.

And think of your gamble as related to the possibility that you might die from vaccine
induced blood clots or bleeding, especially in the brain.  And then add these two pieces of
true science facts.

https://healthimpactnews.com/
https://1000covidstories.com/
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2109908
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/how-the-jab-works-why-it-causes-blood-clots-at-a-microscopic-level/
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If you have natural immunity from being infected at some point your have better immunity
than that conferred by the experimental vaccines.  Getting a shot might cause serious
medical problems if you have natural immunity.

And finally, never forget that since March 2020 we have absolute scientific truth that several
cheap, safe and fully FDA approved generic medicines not only can cure COVID but also can
be used as a prophylactic to prevent infection.  Detailed data on these are in Pandemic
Blunder.   They  are  alternatives  to  the  experimental  vaccines,  and  some  doctors  are
prescribing these generics despite actions by NIH, FDA and CDC to block wide use of them.

The main thing to fear now are increasing vaccine mandates that so many people will
comply with out of sheer survival needs.  Vaccine related deaths will keep being ignored by
government and big media in order to safeguard the revenues of  big drug companies
making the vaccines.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.

Dr. Joel S. Hirschhorn, author of Pandemic Blunder and many articles on the pandemic,
worked on health issues for decades.  As a full professor at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, he directed a medical research program between the colleges of engineering and
medicine.  As a senior official at the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment and the
National Governors Association, he directed major studies on health-related subjects; he
testified at over 50 US Senate and House hearings and authored hundreds of articles and
op-ed articles in major newspapers.  He has served as an executive volunteer at a major
hospital for more than 10 years.  He is a member of the Association of American Physicians
and Surgeons, and America’s Frontline Doctors.
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